REDEFINING

AQUATIC

ADVENTURE!

Founded in 2002, AquaClimb® has been dedicated to the development of the
aquatic climbing sport. We are the largest Aquatic Wall manufacturer in the United States for both public and private facilities, and the only manufacturer with the
experience and technology to bring both flat panel and contour panels to facilities.

Aquatic Climbing Walls
BOOST YOUR POOL’S FUN FACTOR WITH AQUATIC CLIMBING
Challenging, rewarding and engaging, the alternative sport of aquatic climbing has evolved rapidly since the 90s. AquaClimb products help your pool capitalize on the sport’s soaring popularity by giving people a highly enjoyable, yet totally
safe way to climb in the water. More and more facilities are realizing that adding an innovative and fun fitness component like AquaClimb raises a facility’s profile and brings more families, teens and adults to the pool. Facilities use AquaClimb in many ways, including:
• Unique program offering for parties, fitness and member retention
• Supplemental training for aquatic sport teams
• A fun workout that offers both physical and mental benefits to users

Don’t just dive… zip!
A CROSS BETWEEN THE TRADITIONAL ROPE SWING, COMBINED WITH THE THRILL AND EXHILARATION OF ZIP LINING, THE AQUA ZIP’N IS DEFINING A NEW ERA OF AQUATIC RECREATION AND PLAY.

Aqua ZipN
The revolutionary and highly aesthetic design of the
Aqua ZipN allows for a clean entry into the water, while
eliminating swing back with its arching frame. With its
proprietary self-retracting trolley, Aqua ZipN offers a high
throughput experience while utilizing a minimal footprint. Riders of all ages and up to 250 pounds, will enjoy
this new take on the classic concept.
Fabricated out of 304 stainless steel and powder coated,
the Aqua ZipN is sure to be an exciting, low-maintenance addition for any facility. Unlike anything else on
the market today, Aqua ZipN will challenge riders of all
ages as they discover this thrilling new way to launch
into the pool.

CALL US TODAY! 800-956-6692
REQUEST A QUOTE ONLINE — AQUACLIMB.COM

AquaClimb aquatic climbing walls are ideal for any pool facility. The market leader in aquatic climbing walls,
AquaClimb provides you with personal service from concept through installation. We specialize in aquatic
adventure recreation, so that we can give you unparalleled expertise, service and support every step of the way.

Classic Line
Our most economical offering, the Classic Line offers a modular, customizable design with up to four height options and two types
of panels.

Spirit

Krystal

The Spirit is one of the least expensive
of the AquaClimb Classic models and
provides a great climbing experience
on a budget. The Spirit panels are non
abrasive for safety while providing an
excellent climbing experience for the
user.

The Krystal is one of the least expensive AquaClimb Classic models
with clear panels that allow more
light and higher visibility in the
installation environment as well
as give the owner an opportunity
to have custom graphics, such as
sponsorship logos printed on the
panels.

Classic Plus Line
The Classic Plus line provides upgrade features from our entry Classic line, including an enhanced climbing experience by offering
a 3D contour panel, replicating a more natural rock climbing experience among many other features.

Ice

Glacier

The continuation of AquaClimb
innovation, the Ice uses translucent
flippable 3D contoured translucent
panels that visually obscure climbers
from observers, while allowing natural
light to pass through. The panels
on the Ice are see-thru for safety but
slightly opaque to promote confidence
in comprising climbing positions.

With sparkling blue tinted flippable 3D contour panels that look
like arctic water frozen into the
wall, the Glacier matches the pool
water beautifully, creating an
enticing attraction. The panels on
the Glacier are see-thru for safety,
but slightly opaque to promote
confidence in compromising
climbing positions.

Ascent
This is the product that started it all.
The Ascent is a fully modular system
that caters to varying depths of pool,
owner budget and requirements for
expansion, now also available in the
full Classic and Classic Plus lines. The
3D contour opaque Ascent panels are
available in bright color options. We
can also provide customized color
options to match the aesthetics and
branding of your facility.

Canyon
Create a waterclimbing experience that closely resembles the
challenges found during a rock
climb in nature. The hand molded
fiberglass 3D contour rock-like
panels are modular and follows
a similar structural design as the
AquaClimb Classic.

Sport

KURVE

The AquaClimb Sport is a revolutionary aquatic feature that combines clean industrial design with
the sport of climbing. The result
is a centerpiece sport feature that
distinguishes high-end aquatic
facilities.

The AquaClimb KURVE brings
a deep water solo climbing
experience for adults, teenagers and kids at your pool.
Whether it’s installed on an
indoor or outdoor pool deck,
KURVE offers a technically and
physically demanding climb
above that of the Classic and
Classic Plus series.

